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Dr. Jolene Brighten Maps Post BC Syndrome on 15MM

- check immune and 
auto-immune history before 
putting anyone on OBCP 
 
 
 
OBCP =  
Oral Birth Control Pill

- inflammation induced by OBCP use 
- connection to leaky gut and microbial 

dysfunction leads to increased risk of 
autoimmune expression in women 

- depletion of key antioxidants

 
taking OBCP for any length of time

- taking OBCP for any length 
of time is (in itself) a 
TRIGGER  
 
- be sure to track (Timeline) 
start of pill and introduction of 
symptoms  
 
- longterm use will require 
more time to get the 
feedback loop back into gear

 
- OBCP can instigate gut hyperpermeability  
- OBCP skews the microbiome  
- OBCP for 5+ years increases the risk of IBD  
- check GI symptoms for those on OBCP (and  
track on Fx Nutrition Timeline)

 
nutrient depletion

 
 
alteration of cervical mucus

Note: nutrients will be 
DEPLETED by OBCP use 
(digestive enzymes, B 
vitamins, Mg, Zn, Se, vitamin 
C, vitamin E) -- Must be 
addressed

 
- OBCP has big impact on the liver 

- extra stress to detox estrogens 
- liver tumors can occur 

- OBCP has impact on gallbladder health

- OBCP should NOT be used 
to suppress symptoms (it 
masks symptoms, and does 
not address the root causes); 
 
- clinicians should use the 
period as a vital sign in 
assessing a woman's health  
 
- when considering fertility, 
remove OBCP and rebuild 
nutrients and nurture 
feedback loop

 
 

 - nutrient depletion will 
 impact mood

- OBCP disrupts happy 
neurotransmitter production 

- check for anxiety/depression 
based on OBCP introduction 

 
- OBCP is a combo of  
synthetic estrogen and 
progesterone (shutting down  
the feeddback loop and the  
natural production of FSH and LH 
to prevent ovulation)  
- neuro function and neurochemical 
function disrupted  
- adrenal health impacted 


